EXHIBIT N
On June 23, 1999, Critical Incident Team member Mike Vaidez told Detective Christian Contos that he had contacted the individual who had sold a gun to Simon Gonzales on June 22, 1999. Investigator Vaidez identified the subject as WILLIAM GEORGE PALSULICH, D.O.B. 06-17-46, 1880 Allison Street, Lakewood, Colorado. On June 23, 1999 at 7:04 P.M., Detective Bobbie Garrett and Detective Christian Contos responded to 1880 Allison Street, Lakewood, Colorado and personally interviewed Palsulich. The interview was not audio or videotaped. Palsulich stated the following:

- Palsulich has had a Federal Firearms License since 1992.
- Palsulich said his license has been renewed successfully every three years since 1992.
- Palsulich said he is not really an active dealer and has only sold five guns in the past month: three shotguns and two handguns.
- Palsulich advertised a Taurus PT-99 AF 9mm semi-automatic handgun bearing serial number TJE37303, with two fifteen round magazines, in the newspaper for sale for $375.
- Just after 6:00 P.M. on June 22, 1999, a man called from Castle Rock and asked about the gun for sale in the newspaper ad.
- Palsulich said the gun was available but the buyer must first pass an FBI background check.
- Palsulich said the caller agreed with the conditions and arrived at Palsulich's home at about 7:10 P.M. on June 22, 1999.
- Palsulich said the man called back about five minutes after the first call and asked if he could buy ammunition also.
- Palsulich said he normally did not sell ammunition but he found thirty rounds of 9mm ammunition and put them in a box.
- When the man arrived, Palsulich suggested viewing the gun outside where the light was better.
- The man said his daughters in the truck would be afraid if the gun was visible to them outside so they examined the gun inside Palsulich's home.
- The man told Palsulich that the last time he fired a gun was when he was trained on a .45 pistol in the military.
- Palsulich told the man how to clean and operate the gun.
- The man told Palsulich the gun was for his son who had just completed a hunter's safety course and already owned a shotgun.
- Palsulich said he and the man had casual conversation about how it has become difficult to find local shooting ranges anymore.
• Palsulich said the man was wearing blue jeans and a gray T-shirt with a snake on the front of it.

• Palsulich said the man presented a Colorado Driver’s License with the name of Simon Gonzales, and bearing a Quivas Street address.

• Palsulich questioned the man as to why the Driver’s License had a Quivas address when Gonzales said he lived in Castle Rock.

• Gonzales said his daughters lived on Quivas.

• Palsulich called the required FBI background check phone number and received transaction number 015W-5E-G for this transaction.

• Palsulich said the FBI told him the clearance would be delayed and asked for a call back number.

• Palsulich said the FBI did not give a reason for the delay but speculated it was because Gonzales is such a common name.

• Palsulich said the man left and appeared dejected that the sale was not approved.

• Palsulich said Gonzales tried to take the Federal Transaction Form number 4473 with him, but Palsulich said he was required to keep the form per regulations.

• Gonzales left his cellular phone number for Palsulich.

• Palsulich said the FBI called back about five minutes later and approved the transaction.

• Palsulich called Gonzales and left a message on his cellular phone saying the sale had been approved.

• Gonzales told Palsulich he was going to Elitch’s with his kids.

• Palsulich said Gonzales came back to the house about fifteen minutes later.

• Gonzales signed the form 4473 in the two required places and gave Palsulich $374 in cash for the purchase of the Taurus 9mm handgun, two fifteen round magazines, and thirty rounds of 9mm ammunition.

• Palsulich placed the items into a brown paper bag and gave the items to Gonzales.

• Palsulich said he purchased the gun from Bob Johnson Auction and Reality, Incorporated on February 22, 1997 at a City of Greeley auction. Palsulich said the auction was only open to Federal Firearms License holders.

• Palsulich gave me the original Federal form 4473 and a copy of his federal Firearms license. Palsulich also gave me the $374 in cash which Gonzales paid for the gun. I gave a receipt to Palsulich for the above items.